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1. Introduction

The analysis of experiments involving paired comparisons has
received considerable attention in Psychological and Statistical
methodologies. The method of paired comparison is described in
detail by Titchner [10] in one of the earliest text books on psychologi
cal experiments. A number of other authors like Thurstone [9],
Kendall and Smith [7], Guttman [6], Bradley and Terry [3],
Bradley [1] [2], Gridgeman [4] and Rai [8] have contributed signifi
cantly to the development of the methodologies for paired compari
sons.

In quality testing experiments, an observer examines the objects
and arranges them in the order in which he judges them to possess
the quality under consideration. More generalised method of
ranking is prefered in quality testing experiments because if quality
considered is not representable by a linear variable the ranking
method gives incorrect results. The method of paired comparisons
is useful in such situations. Experiments involving ranking within
small groups of treatments or items seem particularly appropriate in
sensory judgement investigations.

Here, a method of analysis for ranking in paired comparisons
is developed. The method involves postulating a mathematical
model involving treatment parameters, estimation of these para
meters ; the development of test procedures and investigations of the
properties of the model and procedures developed.

2. Model for Paired Comparisons

Let us consider treatments in an experiment involving paired
comparisons. We postulate that these treatments have true ratings
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or preference 7ti, tc, on a particular subjective continum through
out the experiment. The continuum is subject to the requirements
that every 7t<>0 and

I

1
«=1

7Ci=l.

Further we assume that when treatment i appears with treatment j in
a block the probability that treatments i obtains the top rating (or
a rank of 1) is taken to be

/( A )•
Tied ranks are not permitted in the model. If r^je indicated the rank
of the Mh treatment in the fc-th repetition of the block in which
treatment i appears with treatment j, then

3. The Likelihood Ratio Test and Estimation

By virtue of the fact that the treatment ratings corresponding
to any two treatments examined by the observer should be indepen
dent of each -other, we can assume probability independence of the
treatment comparisons. The probability of the observed ranking in
the fc-th repetition for the block in .which treatment i and j are
compared is given by
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For, if treatment i obtains top ranking,

and »•«?!=2

thus the above expression reduces to

< /( <+'«').
Alternatively, if

'"OS "=2
and ruk=l
above expression reduces to '

Tz] +TtJ ) ,

V-'nu
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When we multiply the appropriate expression for all comparisons
within a repetition and for all n repetitions, the likelihood function
is obtained as

and

n
i

t n
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»¥=/• fc=l ,

n(.)"
i<j

Let the W treatments be grouped into m groups. Then a general
class of tests of the null hypothesis

0 ,...(2)

against alternative hypothesis

Ha: 7t<=n(/z) {h=>\, 2, m) ...(3)

i=Sft-i.7^1, Sh
where So=0,Sm=t ,

^ (Sn-Sn-i) «ih)=l,
are possible using likelihood ratio tests. This in other words means
that tests of null hypothesis of identical treatment ratings may be
performed against the alternative hypothesis that the treatments
have identical ratings within a group of treatment where as m groups
themselves may dififer. Alternative hypothesis involving only a subset
of parameters do not lead to parameter free tests.

Using Lagrangian multipliers, we maximize the logarithm of
the likelihood function to obtain p(A), the maximum likelihood
estimate of tt (h), these estimates are obtained from the equations

Sh

4«(/—1) (iSft—2 (5ft—iSft-i)

/=5ft-i+l j k

X(Sft—1) jp{h)'y2np(h) X(Sft-Sft-i)
{Sf-Sf-{)l{pHh)+pHf)}=Q (/2=1, 2, ..., /«) ...(4)

and ^ (Sft—iSh-i) p{h)=\ ...(5)
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The general test statistic, a monotone function of the likelihood
ratio is

B=^n^(Sn-Sn-,) log {pKh)+p'(f)}
h<f

—^{4«(/—1) jSh-Sh-i)— ^ ^ nsk—Y^Sh—Sn-i)
/=5,_i-l / k

X(S^-Sn-i-\)} log p{h). ...(6)

Where ^ means that one value of j that appears in the argument of
J.

summation is omitted.

5 is a function of the treatment sum of ranks.

Solving equation (4) and (5) we obtain the estimates of the true
treatment ratings. Pairwise comparison of these estimates provides a
quantitative measure of the ratings of a pair of items relative to the
test attribute.

Now we consider here two special cases of the general alter
native hypothesis given by (3) above.

Case (i) Hi ; no 7t, is assumed equal to any nj (r#J). This is obtained
if in the general hypothesis Ha, there is only one treatment in a group
sothatffj=r. The equations (4) and (5) for this case are derived as
follows:

Log L =̂ '08 ^ '08 (Pi^+Pi^)
i i<J

y Piipi^+P '̂)-'=-0 ...(7)
0 pi Pi ^

t

and

1=1

where =4«(/—1)—2 5 2 ...(9)
j k

The test statistic becomes

Bi=n ^ log iipi^+po^)- VOi log Pi.
i<J i

...(10)


















